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Free Essay: An analysis of the relationship between Petruchio and Katherina throughout the play Analysis of William
ShakespeareÂ´s The Taming of the Shrew.

Acting as a mirror image, Petruchio proves he holds the role of a master tamer and will do whatever he wants.
Have you managed to crush Katharina or for Hortensio and Lucentio, will you be able to control Bianca and
the widow? As such, audiences may not have been as predisposed to tolerate the harsh treatment of Katherina
as is often thought. The Shrew is long and complicated. From this, Oliver concludes that an original version of
the play existed in which Hortensio was simply a friend of Petruchio's, and had no involvement in the Bianca
subplot, but wishing to complicate things, Shakespeare rewrote the play, introducing the Litio disguise, and
giving some of Hortensio's discarded lines to Tranio, but not fully correcting everything to fit the presence of a
new suitor. Hortensio directs Petruchio to Kate and then dresses up as a music instructor to court Bianca.
Katherine displays a rowdy behavior and it is so extreme that men refuse to court her The earliest record of it
being performed on stage is in or  The drunken tinker may be believed in as one believes in any realistically
presented character; but we cannot 'believe' in something that is not even mildly interesting to him. In The
Shrew, after the wedding, Gremio expresses doubts as to whether or not Petruchio will be able to tame
Katherina. What hooks you? The taming in this version is much more physical than in Shakespeare; the shrew
is beaten with birch rods until she bleeds, and is then wrapped in the salted flesh of a plough horse the
Morrelle of the title. However, as far as Hortensio should be concerned, Lucentio has denounced Bianca,
because in Act 4, Scene 2, Tranio disguised as Lucentio agreed with Hortensio that neither of them would
pursue Bianca, and as such, his knowledge of the marriage of who he supposes to be Lucentio and Bianca
makes no sense. Kate is obviously a highly intelligent, witty and spirited woman; however, the domestic
Paduan woman's world leaves her Kate and Petruchio in The Taming of the Shrew by William Shakespeare
words - 8 pages Kate and Petruchio in The Taming of the Shrew An exploration of the way Shakespeare
presents the characters and relationships of Kate and Petruchio in The Taming of the Shrew. If money were his
only goal, surely he wouldn't bother trying to help Kate to a different perspective. For some critics, "Kate's
taming was no longer as funny as it had been [ These all Other Popular Essays. What you will have it named,
even that it is,And so it shall be still for Katherine. He is good-natured, if a bit superficial. Oliver suggests the
play was composed no later than  It's very obviously a satire on this male behaviour and a cautionary tale [
Persuasive Essay words - 5 pages men and marriage. This represents the change in Kate by the end of the play,
almost from one extreme to the other. Evaluate his effectiveness. All of these qualities were not present until
Act V. The two main characters of the play are Petruchio and Katharina. Thus, Lucentio and Hortensio
attempt to woo Bianca while pretending to be the tutors Cambio and Litio. Elam argues that Lucentio's
opening dialogue, Tranio, since for the great desire I had To see fair Padua, nursery of arts, I am arrived for
fruitful Lombardy, The pleasant garden of great Italy. Or as an item of social archaeology that we have long
ago abandoned? Alexander believed this represents an example of a "reporter" forgetting details and becoming
confused, which also explains why lines from other plays are used from time to time; to cover gaps which the
reporter knows have been left. Over the years in which "The Taming of the Shrew" has been performed,
critics' insights and opinions of the play have changed drastically. Kate's formidable speech leaves her own
husband speechless, able to exclaim only "Why, there's a wench!


